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PLANNING

The

Mad Catter

The first rule of a good ad is: attract the reader’s attention.
During the past year, the industry has seen one of the most
attention getting, unique, creative, and yes, daring ads do
grace the pages of trade publications and their Internet sites
as well.
The eye-catching campaign is from Goldstein Diamonds and
their agency Grant Marketing. It is featured on page three of
this month’s issue of The Retail Jeweler. The ad has been a
regular part of our magazine since May. Seeing the cat with
lime green eyeglasses, purple hair, a color coordinated floral
necklace in blues and greens, and finally a protruding tongue
literally stops you in your tracks to read more. So, attracting
attention is accomplished.
After you have met the goal of attracting attention, the next
objective is to involve the reader in the graphics and copy to
“ compel action.” And, finally, the ad must promise a benefit.
The Goldstein ads accomplish all three. Most of all, though, the
objective is as Goldstein says “if you are going to advertise,
make a difference or don’t bother.”
I wanted to learn more about the guy behind this business
because clearly he not only thinks outside of the box he has
the business acumen and resources to act on his thinking and
follow through. So, I called to learn more about him. We had a
very pleasant conversation about his business and how he got
to where he is now.
Goldstein is all about having fun doing business. That statement
may sound crazy in today’s environment, but it is something he
practices every day. During our conversation he said something
very interesting and compelling, yet very basic that drives his
business and marketing philosophy. He said, “Bud and Coke
are smarter than me. You must be top of the mind.” That’s what
they have accomplished and that is what Goldstein is about.
His ads are everywhere. And, his goal is to build recognition
and with it market share.
David has a wonderful sense of humor. At times, I thought I
was in an LA comedy club listening to him go on about the
business. He said at one point during the conversation, “In this
business, calling a vendor is like calling a funeral home. There
is very little excitement on the other end of the call. We are in a
very exciting business. We, meaning all of the people involved
in the business that have customer contact, should act like it.”
In describing his company, the enthusiasm, excitement and
passion are evident. “We have the best makes, the prettiest
fancies. They don’t come any prettier. Wow! Get excited!”
One of the aspects of the conversation with him that is another
point of differentiation is his business principles. “Tell the truth.
Make it easy. Make it fun. Make a difference.” If a client ever
6
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has a problem, Goldstein says, “… tell me, I’ll fix it.” When I
asked him how business was, he responded by saying, “No
complaints. Actually, business is quite good. Just had the best
quarter ever.”
So where, you may ask, did David Goldstein come from? He
started out as a $1.32 per hour take-out boy. His dad got him
started in the jewelry business by giving him money to make
four Indian necklaces that cost him $4 to make. He sold them
for $8 and another jewelry entrepreneur was born. He quipped
here “I was good at math!” He moved on to fund raisers and
sold $150 gold necklaces and employed his mom and his sister
in the venture during his college years. Next was a stint with a
buddy who went to GIA and on the side sold jewelry at hotels
in Phoenix. They expanded their venture to selling jewelry at
the trade shows that came to Phoenix. This business evolved
into a retail store buying gemstones and reselling them. This
was the beginning of a concept. In 1982, he was making $350
a week and 10% of the gross profits of the business. The
business grew to $600K then to $1.1 million. He left the retail
business to form a wholesale diamond business in a 450 square
foot facility. Today, 28 years later, he operates in a 3,000 square
foot facility.
Goldstein describes himself as a detail fanatic and someone
who loves detailed workmanship. He says he is a stable, routine
guy. He’s a marathoner not a sprinter. He’s in it for the long haul.
He finished our conversation with a story that relates back to
his advertising and the uniqueness of it. He attended a charity
auction where Bob Parsons, the CEO of GoDaddy gave a
talk that contained some pearls of wisdom about advertising.
Parsons said, “ if you advertise, make it different.’ Goldstein
took Parson’s message to heart and his direction to Jason Grant,
principal of Grant Marketing, was “make it different.” The rest is
history. Goldstein says that over “100 people passing his booth
at Las Vegas Show stopped to talk about the ad.” Looking for
a new marketing opportunity at the show, Goldstein provided
a hot/cold cup with the cat’s image. He gave away hundreds to
people just for visiting his booth.
“It’s easy to get market share,” Goldstein says. “With market
share everything is easier.” But, he says, “You have to commit
to a plan.” “Getting to be top of mind is as important in the
jewelry business as it is for Bud and Coke.”
TRJ

Frank Dallahan
co-publisher of The Retail Jeweler
Email Frank@theRetailJeweler.com
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Let’s Make A Deal
By John Politi

The state of our economy today presents every one of us with
vexing and sometimes sticky financial decisions to make. In
this article we’re going to double-down the stakes and raise
the ante. Mr. and Mrs. Main Street Jeweler want to sell their
business and are frightfully aware that they may not get what
they need. They understand all too well what they’re selling
– their livelihood. What they didn’t necessarily realize until
now was that they’re also changing the configuration of their
financial portfolio. They’ll have to make the transition from
relying on business earnings to living off the pool of liquid
investments generated by the sale. Selling a private business
is best thought of as an ongoing planning process that begins
well before the deal is consummated and ends well afterward.
Although an owner’s focus may be on getting his “magic
number” for a business up front, he may find that alternatives
offer acceptable, and even sometimes superior, trade-offs.
There should be absolutely no surprises behind door #1, #2
or #3.

Private business sales are typically complicated, and full of
emotional issues. Our sellers should not face this situation alone,
but instead be advised at every point along this continuum
by a team of professional advisors. Every step of the way the
owners and their team are grappling with and resolving both
financial and personal issues. This is certainly not the time
to rely upon Uncle Ernie’s armchair advice – Mr. and Mrs.
Main Street Jeweler need to seriously consider spending the
money now on professional advice i.e., Corporate Attorney,
Investment Banker, Investment Manager, Accountant, Tax
& Estate Attorney, Certified Financial Planner or, plan on

spending the money they won’t have later (to spend). Each one
of these very capable individuals and firms will help arrange
everything in the context of the seller’s financial objectives –
nothing more and nothing less.

Typical Business-Owners Questions
It’s no doubt that both financial and emotional issues are
interconnected, and they will most certainly arise when selling
a business. Whether or not the owners will receive “enough”
for their business depends on how much it generates in
earnings and how much someone else is willing to pay for
those earnings. Almost always, the $64,000 question for the
owners will be whether or not if now is the correct time to sell.

Mr. and Mrs. Main Street Jeweler need to answer several very
important questions – questions that we hope were addressed
in the “exit strategy” part of their original business plan.
Possibly they want to retain an interest in the business for a
while longer. When constructing plans to sell your business
this is often a negotiable point. They will also find themselves
stressing over how the sale will impact both the owner’s family
and employees. Many of the issues that the owners need to
confront will most certainly affect their lives very deeply – both
financial as well as emotional. It cannot be stressed enough
that as owners, you will need to deal with both sides of the
equation. Professional planning can identify opportunities and
help to solve problems.

>> Continued to Pg 10
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Let’s Make A Deal

As the tug-of-war continues between the sellers and wouldbe purchasers these questions and many more will begin to
become part of the complex negotiation in selling a private
business. Yes, there will be plenty of disagreements stemming
from the sellers emotional-side of the equation to the buyerside reasons for offering what they believe the business is
worth. This is why both parties have enlisted the services of
several professionals to satisfy their needs. These professionals
have been hired to keep both sides on track, and to make sure
that the process continues to move forward. Selling a private
business forces both the seller and buyer to consider several
issues including, but not limited to, the present business
environment, the potential for adequate financing to be
arranged, and the profit dynamics of that particular industry.
Mr. and Mrs. Main Street Jeweler have hired their professional
team of advisors to keep them from falling overboard. The
last thing they can afford to do is either proceed too quickly,
because the pastoral picture their painting (for themselves) is
just too good to refuse or, hunker down and refuse to negotiate
realistically because the offers were better several years ago.
Now is when faith and trust become oh so important - these
are the reasons why they hired their advisors in the first place.
The “Ahah” moment will arrive when they reach for the Holy
Grail for help in deciding whether to sell now, and if so,
do they take the proceeds all up front, or parceled out
over time. Mr. and Mrs. Main Street Jeweler’s team of
professional advisors will present them with various
scenarios. These scenarios will illustrate for them if
the capital generated from the sale of the business

will provide them with enough for their lifetime spending
needs. This is the Holy Grail we referred to just a moment ago.
Anything they can hope to receive in addition to that will be
the icing on the cake.
Developing the right team of professional advisors will not
only impact your business decisions, but also enable you the
business owner to address everything in a logical, objective
and straightforward manner. Please, don’t sell either yourself
or your business “short.” Take the requisite time to make fully
informed decisions and complete your due diligence – as
we’ve shared before, “there is no Act II in life.”

Author’s Note: Please consult with your CFP®, CPA and/or Estate/
Tax/Eldercare Attorney when discussing your financial needs and
developing the appropriate personal/business financial plan.

John Politi
John honed his professional career as a business
owner, CEO and Director with some of the
industry’s most prestigious organizations. John’s
experience spans precious metal manufacturing,
quality assurance testing as well as diamond
certification. During his tenure as a Board Director for the JBT, John gained
greater insight and sensitivity for the “small business owner.” John is currently
a member of the Financial Planning Association, Financial Management
Association, NYSSA and 24 KT Club of New York.
johnpoliti@verizon.net
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Sound
Off
Buy American
Last month’s edition of
The Retail Jeweler featured
an editorial entitled “Create
Our Own Better Future.”
Its message was for retail
jewelers to support supplier/
manufacturer businesses
located in the US; businesses
that pay taxes, employ
people, and support jewelers
located right here in the
USA. It hit a responsive chord
among some of our readers
and advertisers.
Three readers in particular
had feedback on the piece.
One of them Aron Suna,
President of Suna Brothers
in New York, backed up his
agreement with a copy of the
letter he wrote to Senators
Schumer and Gillibrand on
the matter on September 30.
A month prior, Aron wrote
to Francisco Sanchez, Under
Secretary of Commerce for
International Trade. For your
reading pleasure, both are
included in this section.
Aron also copied Dave
Cochrane, CEO of
Manufacturing Jewelers and
Suppliers of America in his
letter to commerce. MJSA
has long fought the battle for
a level playing field. We know
from individual conversations
with many jewelers at many
trade shows over the course
of many years that you
agree and
sympathize
with this
point of view.

Dear Ed, Andy and Frank,
I received your October issue with great interest. Frank, your editorial Buy American is timely
for Suna Bros. I am attaching a copy of the letter that I sent to the Undersecretary for
International Trade and his response. Frank, you nailed his response. How our government
representatives could allow this to happen is beyond me.
Thank you for making the effort in your editorial.
Best,
Aron Suna, Suna Bros.

Andy
Got this month’s issue of the retail jeweler the Buy American one. Looks really good. Timeless
will definitely be supporting you guys next year.
Bryan Cohen, Timeless Designs by Jacob & Bryan
Dear Ed,
It was nice talking to you earlier today; I just wanted to thank you once again for your October
2011 issue cover of your magazine “The Retail Jeweler”. The cover says it all “Buy American”,
hopefully your next issue will say “Manufacture in America”. Thank you.
Kind Regards
Joseph Nakashian, Jaguar Casting
Andy,
Great piece about Made in USA products. I think it would be nice to highlight those
manufacturers that do manufacture in the US like us and other advertisers.
Paul-Philippe d’Auriac, CEO, Debbie Brooks

Illustration: Rob Kohler
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Is Your

So why do repairs have such potential?

RePAIR
BUSINeSS

Making You
Enough Money?
By David Browm

1

They offer

BeTTeR
MARK UP

than many
inventory items

2

They can

PeRFORM
weLL
during
tough times

often the ugly duckling of retail jewelry,
repairs have come into their own over
the last couple of years amidst the
financial crisis. There have been many
days during some of the deepest parts
of the economic recession, where the
occasional ring repair has been the only
thing keeping some stores open – and
that can be a lot to be thankful for.

3

They have
That said however, many jewelry stores
don’t take advantage of the opportunities
available to make money from their
repair business, either as a direct source
of revenue, or as a means to draw foot
traffic towards the more lucrative display
cabinets.
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POTeNTIAL
GReATeR
than the repair
is worth

With many jewelers struggling to maintain
keystone on items they sell, a $200 repair
is generally a much more profitable way of
making money than selling a $200 jewelry
piece. It may not put as much money in the
bank as a $5000 but then you aren’t faced
with the stiff level of competition that these
more desirable sales can create. The extent
to which customers shop around on repairs
is considerably less than most items they
would purchase

In fact repairs historically increase when
times are tough as customers look to
keep old items going rather than paying
for replacements. Looking at the data we
gather from close to 300 stores across the
United States, and repairs represent around
13% of the typical stores sales revenue
each year. That may not sound like much,
but with profits for many jewelers being
less than 10% of their total annual sales,
it’s often the difference between making
money and losing it.

For one thing repairs bring foot traffic,
and with foot traffic comes opportunity.
Repairs are a great way of building a
customer base, and offer excellent sell
up opportunities by exposing the rest
of your offerings to the customer. This
doesn’t happen by itself. A store needs
a concerted policy with its staff, to make
the most of opportunities when customers
come in. Every repair customer is a chance
to show an inventory item. There are
potential upsells from the repair as well,
either by remaking, turning the repair into
a replacement of the item, or suggesting a
complementary piece of add on sale based
on the information you glean from the
customers choice of existing jewelry.

Unfortunately many stores miss the opportunity to do
better with their repairs, because they fail to spend any
time developing this important area. With the average
business achieving 10-20% of its sales from repairs and
remakes it’s a good time to look at a few ways this area
can be producing even better results:

So what actions can help with repairs?

1

One of the most important factors in
growing your store, and increasing
its value, is the strength and depth
of the database you create. Repair
customers are one of the easiest
ways to grow this area, and today’s
repair customer can be tomorrow’s
diamond buyer

Use it to

GATHeR
NAMeS

2

are you

CHARGING
eNOUGH?

3

have FRee

ReTURN

service checks

Competition can be tough for many
sales, but as we outlined above,
customers don’t necessarily price
shop on repairs to the extent they
might with a purchase. When was
the last time you increased your
watch battery price? How much are
you charging to fit a charm?

There is no easier way to generate
foot traffic, than getting customers
to return for a service check or an
updated valuation. Growing your
business is all about foot traffic.
You need the systems in place to
develop this further.

David Brown
David Brown is President of the Edge Retail
Academy, an organization devoted to the
ongoing measurement and growth of jewelry
store performance and profitability. For
further information about the Academy’s
management mentoring and industry
benchmarking reports contact Carol Druan
at carol@edgeretailacademy.com or Phone
toll free (877) 5698657

Cause Marketing:

every Mother Counts
This month’s issue of The Retail Jeweler features a cover image
and the story behind it that we are both pleased and proud to
present. The story is relevant for jewelers, particularly so at
this time of year, with Thanksgiving, Hanukkah, and Christmas
just around the corner, the times of the year, where we express
thanks for the many blessings we have and simultaneously have
the opportunity to share with others. This is the fundamental
goal of cause marketing. It is the essence of the community
spirited notion of “giving back.” Both Roberto Coin and Christy
Turlington Burns are wonderful examples of giving back. Both
are leading by example and it is always appropriate. They
have joined together to work on the goals of Turlington Burns’
organization Every Mother Counts.
Every Mother Counts is an advocacy and mobilization
campaign to increase education and support for maternal
and child health. Every Mother Counts seeks to engage new
audiences to better understand the challenges and solutions
while encouraging them to take action to improve the lives of
girls and women worldwide.
Turlington Burns is no stranger to the fashion world. Gracing
the covers of over 1,000 top fashion publications, from Vogue
to Time, Turlington Burns has not only been a leader in the
fashion industry as one of the most highly sought after models,
but she is also an avid pioneer of women’s rights. “I’m delighted
to join Roberto Coin once again this season,” says Turlington
Burns. “This campaign beautifully illustrates the range of the
Roberto Coin Collection.”
Turlington Burns is involved in various charitable organizations,
most notably as the founder of her own charitable organization,
Every Mother Counts, whose mission focuses on the increased
awareness, education and support for maternal and child
health. Turlington Burns is also involved in other charitable
organizations. She is a spokesperson for Product Red and
serves as Care’s Advocate for maternal health.
In addition to the work Roberto Coin has done with Christie
Turlington Burns, they have also made donations to: Alzheimer’s
Association, Memorial Sloane Kettering, Lupus Foundation,
Lustgarten Foundation (in conjunction with London Jewelers)
Roberto Coin also partnered with Project Angel Food and the
Steve Nash Foundation by creating exclusive product to raise
funds for the foundation.
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For Project Angel Food, wing bracelets were created and for
the Steve Nash Foundation, basketball-inspired jewelry such
as pendants and earrings were created.
Leading Italian jewelry designer, Roberto Coin, has once again
signed on with Christie Turlington Burns to be the face for the
third time in the upcoming 2011 -2012 advertising campaign.
The latest campaign will debut world-wide this October and
feature jewelry from the Primavera, the new Bollicine, Cento
Diamonds, Fantasia, Animalier and Ipanema collections.
“This new Roberto Coin campaign gives us the opportunity
to show Christy in her different facets, which are common
to all women today, like a portrait where they can recognize
themselves and love what they see,” says Roberto Coin CoFounder of Roberto Coin Inc. “This innovative campaign
expresses individual ways of being a woman such as extremely
chic, elegant or casual but with a common soul, the passion
for art and style. Christy is a fascinating muse who inspires the
most extraordinary masterpiece. Roberto Coin jewels are able
to capture and communicate her story and her emotions.
I want to dedicate this campaign to all women as an opportunity
to explore new ways of feeling glamorous.”
“Working with Christy for the third time continues to be an
exciting opportunity for Roberto Coin,” says Peter Webster,
Co-Founder of Roberto Coin Inc. “With the success of our
previous campaigns with Christy, we were thrilled to be able
to partner with her once again for the new campaign. Christy
embodies the spirit of the Roberto Coin woman. She is
multi-faceted as she is a wife, a mother, successful business
woman, women’s rights advocate and the girl next door. As
the jewelry is identifiable with a woman of any age – Christy
signifies beauty for women of all ages.”
TRJ

THESTYLePaGE

Artistry, Ltd.
JYe Luxury collection

Captivating & sophisticated. Black
sapphires (.76ctw) and diamonds
(.16ctw) swirl together with elegance
in this 18” 14K white gold necklace.
$1,075 MSRP.

Artistically inspired butterfly cuff in 18kK
multi-color gold and sapphire accented
with premium G/VS diamonds.
$17,600 MSRP.

Artistry, Ltd.
In stock. Same day shipping.
888-674-3250
www.artistrylimited.com

JYE Luxury Collection
866-633-8880
www.jyescorp.com

Visconti

I. Reiss

The black Divina features a spiral-shaped
made from black Lucite and trimmed with
925 sterling silver. Available in a twist
ball pen, capped rollerball, fountain pen
or unique 3.2mm sketch pencil . MSRP;
ballpen $475, midi roller $495, midi
fountain $695.
Coles of London LLC
561-620-3022
mark@colesoflondon.com

From the “Gallery” collection. 14K yellow
gold hand-crafted hammer-finished
ring, accented with 0.20 ctw. of pave set
diamonds. $1,580 MSRP.
I. Reiss Co., Inc.
516-482-7900

TKO ORLOGI
Milano II features a metal case and link
bracelet with genuine Swarovski crystal
markers. Style TK582 MSRP $150.
TKO Watches
212-997-1022
tko@tkowatches.com

Alisa
This striking three-row bracelet features
an interesting pattern of both 18k gold
and diamond stations (.12ct tw dia.)
Made in Italy. MSRP $1395.
Alisa
888-253-6600
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THESTYLePaGE
Breuning

Phillip Gavriel

Silver leaf pendant (or earrings,
depends which style you’d like
to take)with rose gold accents
and white sapphires.
MSRP: pendant $255,
earring $280.

From the Cameos of Venice
collection. Venician art glass cameos
set in sterling silver with gold
accents. Style SILP220 MSRP $560.
Royal Chain Group
800-622-0960

Breuning Inc.
866-872-2842
info@breuning.us

Angelique de Paris
.925 sterling silver with platinum rhodium
finish, genuine shagreen (Stingray) line in
leather, CZ pave, fits up to 8 inch wrist size.
MSRP $1,140.
Angelique de Paris
610-782-7227

Gumuchian
Tresor
Pink Tourmaline and Amethyst (28.48 cts)
Earrings in 18K. $1,925. MSRP
Tresor
866-99-TRESOR

One of a kind diamond and
onyx necklace with emerald
bead tassels, 91.35 ct
emeralds, 5.62ct diamonds.
18K white gold. 32” length.
MSRP: $85,000
Gumuchian
800-223-0774

Midas Chain
Chatty Charms – sterling silver
and crystal charms with a unique
patent pending ‘Quick Klip’
easily fits all bead bracelets
without removing beads.
Midas Chain Inc.
888-685-1150

THE
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New and
noTewoRThY
overnight Mountings new catalog - VolUMe 5
Your name here
Overnight has launched its newest catalog, Volume 5 with a
unique innovation. Along with thousands of new fashionable
designs tailored for today’s economy, it also incorporates a
revolutionary custom cover that features your store’s name and
Logo. The custom cover will encourage you to work with the
catalog on your counter as your customers look for just the
right item. They have also added pricing for each item in 3
different gold markets, $1600, $2000, $2400, making it easier
than ever to work with your customers. Call overnight at 888731-1111 or visit www.overnightmountings.com to request
your free custom catalog.

ring that’s platinum.” utilizes a new perspective that speaks to
the aspirations of couples planning to get married and will be
the main focal point of all marketing communications. The line
portrays platinum’s eternal and enduring qualities in a way that
is meaningful to the consumer and provides a direct reasoning
for choosing platinum. “This positioning is a significant
departure for PGI as it marries the aspirational motivation of the
consumer with a functional quality of platinum. By tapping into
what Millennials hope for in their marriage, it justifies platinum’s
cost in a way that is both persuasive and relevant,” said Huw
Daniel, President of PGI-USA. Each of the ads and advertorials
in the campaign will showcase designs in a wide range of price
points from a broad selection of platinum manufacturers and
designers. The campaign will also introduce consumers to the
fact that platinum does not change color or fade, something
they were not previously aware of, but found highly motivating
and distinctive.
Truly a 360-degree campaign, ads and advertorials will appear
in key bridal and fashion print outlets such as The Knot, Martha
Stewart Weddings, InStyle and Cosmopolitan. PGI-USA will also
be involved in several innovative online initiatives, including
consumer generated platinum engagement tips on Glamour.
com, Facebook contests and polls on Brides.com and One
Wed, and a dedicated platinum section on the Martha Stewart
Weddings web site. Additionally, a budget calculator will be
featured on GQ.com to target grooms-to-be.
PGI-USA’s new campaign will be available for in-store usage by
PGI Preferred Retail Partners beginning in January 2012. For more
information on PGI-USA’s new campaign, visit platinumguild.
com to see the full release, and also a selection of ads and
advertorials. To access PGI-USA’s budget calculator, visit www.
preciousplatinum.com/en-US/design-gallery/budget.aspx.

new Platinum Multi-Media campaign
In an effort to target the millennial consumer, Platinum Guild
International-USA (PGI-USA) launched a major multi-media
campaign this October. The campaign represents a new
direction for PGI-USA, introducing positioning that resonates
with the customer’s emotional side while also depicting the
practical qualities of platinum that differentiate it from other
metals.
Platinum Guild International-USA conducted extensive
qualitative research through focus groups held in Boston, Dallas
and Los Angeles to create its new message. The positioning
line, which reads, “Some things never fade. A love that’s true. A
>> Continued to Pg 22
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New and
noTewoRThY
folli follie now sold in north america
Folli Follie will now be sold in North
America outside of their two NYC stores.
The Lord&Taylor wholesale locations,
the first for Folli Follie in North America,
opened in October - a total of 459 square
feet of space in Fifth Avenue store in New
York including a counter on the main floor
and a pop-up location on the second floor
through the holidays. Also, a 168 square
feet at the Fashion Center in Ridgewood,
NJ and a 120 square feet in Eastchester in
Westchester, NY will open late October.
The locations will feature full fashion
products for Folli Follie, including handbags, wallets, watches
and jewelry. Folli Follie also opened a shop-in-shop at Kury
Joyeros in Puerto Rico.

The GIA 4Cs brochure is designed to help consumers better
understand how diamonds are evaluated. It explains the main
factors used to describe diamond quality (cut, color, clarity and
carat weight) and depicts the well-known GIA grading scales
for color, clarity and cut.
To order copies of GIA’s 4Cs brochure in any of the available
languages, visit GIA’s Retailer Support website <http://retailer.
gia.edu/rm/retailer-support-materials.htm>. The first 100
brochures in any one language are free; additional copies
may be purchased in bundles of 100 for $12.50 plus shipping,
handling and applicable sales tax. The brochure can also be
downloaded at no cost in a file format suitable for printing.

Dora combines Precious Metals and Titanium
Following on the heels of their Smart Choice Program, Dora
has announced the unique combination of precious metal
and titanium wedding rings. Gold, platinum and palladium
combined on titanium shells provides the consumer a significant
savings opportunity.
In addition to the lower price points, there are another significant
advantages for retailers and their customers. The new product
maintains the tradition of precious metals for engagement and
wedding rings and also provides superior durability with the
addition of the titanium shells.
A savings of up to 30% is possible, depending on the style
selected. This is a significant savings for value conscious
shoppers. And, they are hypoallergenic as well.
For more information please contact Donald D’Addario
or your Dora contact person at 973-244-1344 or sales@
dorainternational.com.

GIa 4cs brochures now available in arabic, hebrew
and Turkish
GIA’s “4Cs of Diamond Quality” brochure is now available
in three new languages: Arabic, Hebrew and Turkish. The
brochure is also available in a total of 16 other languages
including Bahasa, Chinese – Simple, Chinese – Traditional,
English, French, German, India – English, India – Gujarati,
India – Hindi, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Russian, Spanish, Thai,
Vietnamese.
>> Continued to Pg 24
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silver Promotion service accessorized classic women
honorees
The November/December issue of Traditional Home magazine
will include a section saluting this year’s Classic Woman
Awards honorees. Each of the five recipients of the Classic
Woman designation will be wearing silver jewelry provided
by SilverMark Partners in an initiative organized by the Silver
Promotion Service (SPS). This year marks the seventh year
that Traditional Home has paid tribute to women who have
shown exemplary and extraordinary volunteer efforts to better
their communities. The awards recipients were honored at a
luncheon held at the Mandarin Oriental Hotel in New York City
on November 7, 2011.
“We are thrilled to have the Silver Promotion Service as a
partner for this year’s Classic Woman Awards, and are honored
that they selected Traditional Home as the media vehicle
in which to unveil their holiday creative,” said Ann Maine,
editor in chief, Traditional Home. “Our Classic Woman Award
honorees work tirelessly on behalf of others, so it’s really lovely
to have the Silver Promotion Service joined us in celebrating
the meaningful and tireless work that these women do.”
Michael Barlerin, SPS Director added, “We couldn’t be happier
about the way we have been able to work with the Traditional
Home team on this project. Silver is definitely the classic
precious metal so there was total synergy between everyone’s
objectives.”

“This is the first of many changes coming to the website in
2012,” says Chief Technology Officer, Carol Skarlat. “Our goal
is to help customers find what they’re looking for in fewer clicks,
making Stuller.com their first choice for ordering product for
their stores.”
Along with subtle pops of color and enlarged photography,
improvements to the website include:
• A shop-by-department navigation tool that helps to
streamline category browsing.
• A more prominent search field that allows jewelers to find
what they need quickly.
• Merchandise that can be customized is now more clearly
identified.
• The Locate a Jeweler functionality allows consumers
browsing the website to locate their local jewelers to
make final purchases.
“With enhancements like larger images, so customers can
make better informed buying decisions, and a video mode,
where they can get a 180 or 360 degree view of the product,
the new Stuller.com reflects more of what our customers want
from an ecommerce buying experience,” says Skarlat. “And our
showcase mode transforms Stuller.com into a selling tool that
each customer can use right on the sales floor. These changes
make using either mode in Stuller.com the ‘go to resource’ for
improving revenue streams.”

The SilverMark Partners that will be featured in this section
are Bastian Inverun, Charles Garnier, Dobbs Boston, Links of
London, Metalsmiths Sterling and Thistle & Bee.
The Silver Promotion Service is a marketing initiative introduced
in 2008 by the Washington DC based Silver Institute. Its
objective is to develop and implement programs designed to
enhance the image of and stimulate demand for silver jewelry
in major international markets.

stuller.com Redesigned
Visual enhancements allow for easy website navigation,
usability
Stuller, Inc. has announced the launch of its newly redesigned
ecommerce website – Stuller.com. Featuring more than 200,000
jewelry and jewelry-related items, Stuller.com generates an
estimated 30% of the prime manufacturer’s total sales.
>> Continued to Pg 26
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Just Enough of the Information You Need.

SM

You don’t make sales surfing the web all day long. You’ve got other
important things to do like speaking with customers, selecting product,
motivating and training your staff, and developing marketing strategies.
That’s why we designed The Retail Jeweler Online to deliver just enough
of the information you need; news relevant to the jewelry industry,
intelligent blogs on related subjects like finance, marketing, the business
of diamonds, and tech tools.
Plus a couple of industry firsts –
• The complete print edition of the current issue in an easy to navigate
flipbook format.
• Real time precious metal spot prices and up to the minute precious
metal news right from the home page.
Visit www.TheRetailJeweler.com - learn something then put it to work .
SM

www.TheRetailJeweler.com
Real Time Metal Prices
Intelligent Blogs
Relevant News
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world federation of Diamond bourses sets dates for
2012 world Diamond congress.
The Executive Committee of the World Federation of
Diamond Bourses (WFDB) has announced that its biennial
World Diamond Congress will take place from October 14 to
17, 2012, in Mumbai. As is traditional, the event will be held
together with its sister organization, the International Diamond
Manufacturers Association (IDMA).
WFDB President Avi Paz said the Congress would be an
excellent opportunity for delegations from the 28 bourses
affiliated to the WFDB to acquaint themselves better with
the huge developments taking place in the Indian diamond
industry.
“Back in 2005, the Bharat diamond bourse hosted the joint
Presidents’ Meeting of the WFDB and IDMA. At that time,
the Bharat Diamond Bourse (BDB) complex was still under
construction,” Paz recalled. “Next year, we’ll be able to visit this
new, 8-tower complex that houses more than 2,500 diamond
firms and gauge the enormous strength of one of the world’s
leading diamond trading centers.”
Meanwhile, Paz praised the WFDB ExCom meeting held in
Hong Kong on September 18 and the ensuing Third WFDB
Asia Summit Meeting. “In the discussions with the presidents
of the bourses from Australia, Bangkok, Hong Kong, Moscow,
Russia, Shanghai, Singapore and Tokyo, we came to the
simple conclusion that if bourse members are to interact and
cooperate with members of other bourses, we need to bring
them together so they can meet and possibly pair up,” Paz
said.
“Therefore, our Asian colleagues have agreed to initiating
visits of delegations from their bourses with those of exchanges
outside Asia, to foster business relations with bourse members
from the Middle East, Europe and the Americas. Although we
live in a global village where communications are conducted
at the speed of light, in the diamond business relationships
are still based on personal interaction,” Paz said. He added
that through information sharing on the cultural and economic
climate, and by familiarizing themselves with the legal and
financial structure of local markets, diamantaires will be much
better equipped to build productive business relationships
with their counterparts.
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Style

Gesswein debutes the new MaXima 80
Rotary Micromotor system
Gesswein recently unveiled one of its newest products; the
Maxima 80 Rotary Micoromotor System. The Maxima 80
offers 30% more power over conventional models thanks
to improved controller circuitry and a powerful neodymium
handpiece magnet. Users are able to increase or decrease
torque as needed with a simple turn of a dial. The Maxima
80 handles a wide variety of applications such as; deburring,
grinding, polishing, engraving, precision finishing and more.
“Customers will be pleasantly surprised that the Maxima 80
can handle many different tasks,” said Scott Petrillo, VP of
Sales, Gesswein. “The Maxima 80 is the perfect solution for
anyone who does precision work.”
Features include:
• Torque adjustment screw
• Speed adjustment dial

Sharon Wei
Gemologist
Jewelry Designer

The

Fashion of Fine Jewelry

™

S H A R O• N W E I
D E S I G N S

Available exclusively through fine jewelers.
WWW.SHARONWEI.COM • 614.889.9292

• Forward/reverse switch
• Overload protection
• Includes 1 collet. Additional collets sold separately.
• As an added bonus for Power Hand 2X users, the Maxima
80 accommodates your existing handpieces.
For additional information, visit www.gesswein.com or call
203-366-5400.

Mr. Round, Mr. Fancy,
Mr. Service

For the past 50 years we’ve been called
many names... they’re all good.
We specialize in finer make round and fancy diamonds under 2 carats. From individual certified stones to layouts and bag filling we provide jewelers nationwide
with the most courteous professional service, treating every request as though it is
the most important.
For quality, selection, service and price call Mr. Baguette.

576 Fifth Ave, Ste. 601, New York, NY 10036

800-598-3456 • email: MrBdiamonds@aol.com
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Platinum Guild Promotes Reilly to Director of business
Development
Platinum Guild International
USA (PGI-USA), the U.S.
marketing arm for the
worldwide
platinum
jewelry industry, is proud
to announce the promotion
of Kevin Reilly to Director
of Business Development.
In his new role, Reilly
will formulate business
development
strategies,
while developing strong
relationships with key trade
partners including manufacturers, designers, wholesalers and
retailers to encourage the production, promotion and sale of
platinum jewelry. Reilly will also be responsible for managing
28
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trade show strategy development and participation as well
as represent PGI-USA as an ambassador presenting platinum
business messaging and education at industry events.
Reilly is a jewelry industry veteran with over 20 years of
experience in brand building, marketing, sales & customer
relationship management. Prior to joining PGI, he served as Vice
President of Sales & Marketing at Tache USA and as Director of
Customer Relations and New Business Development at Lazare
Kaplan International.
Throughout his career with PGI-USA, Kevin has been
responsible for building and maintaining strategic partnerships
and addressing industry challenges with companies at all
levels of the supply chain. He was recently inducted into the
24 Kt. Club (SEUS) and is a frequent speaker at jewelry industry
events, helping manufacturers and retailers to find new ways
to grow their bridal business with platinum.

New and
Noteworthy
Riddiford New FF Group CEO
The FF Group, Links of
London and Folli Follie,
announced David Riddiford
has been appointed Chief
Executive Officer for Links
of London globally and Folli
Follie in the UK, effective
September
21,
2011.
The appointment follows
Andrew Marshall’s decision
to step down from the role.
Mr. Riddiford brings to the role more than 25 years experience
in the retail industry. Previous positions include; CEO - Arnotts,
President - Lane Crawford, Buying Director - Selfridges and
Deputy Managing Director - Asprey & Garrard. He will be
driving the FF Group’s successful growth strategy and its plans
to further enhance both Folli Follie in the UK and Links of
London internationally.

“Both brands have excellent foundations in the UK and
worldwide which will enable us to steer through these uncertain
economic times with confidence. I am looking forward to
establishing strong relationships with all teams within the FF
Group,” said David Riddiford, CEO Links of London & Folli Follie.

Censortron Gem Scale
Censor diamonds introduces a new
gem scale called the Censortron. This
scale is accurate to 0.001ct. It has a
capacity of 320cts. The Censortron is
easy to use. It is fast and accurate and
features auto-calibration. It weighs in
carats, grams, and pennyweights in 19
different modes and comes with a twoyear warranty. For more information
and pricing call Censortron at 800223-0551 or visit them on line at www.
censortron.com.

New and
Noteworthy
Vision Awards Deadline Announced
The deadline for entries to the 2012 MJSA Vision Awards
competition has been set: December 15, 2011. In addition to
cash awards, gift certificates for tools and equipment, book
packages, and, for students, scholarships, Vision Award winners
receive maximum promotion through articles in MJSA Journal,
press releases distributed to the trade press, and recognition
in full-page ads in InStore, Metalsmith, and the Journal. Call
for entries will be announced soon. For more information on
the MJSA Vision Awards, visit www.mjsa.org.

Franck Muller’s Resounding Success
The second WPHH &
Jewellery event, which
took place at Monaco’s
Grimaldi Forum in October,
was greeted with great
enthusiasm. The Franck
Muller Group’s nine brands
– Franck Muller, Franck
Muller Jewellery, Pierre
Kunz, ECW, Rodolphe,
Barthelay, Backes & Strauss,
Martin Braun, Pierre Michel
Golay and Smalto Timepieces – and its four partners – Cvstos,
Carlo Illario, Joaillier Privé and Valmont – demonstrated the
various aspects of the watchmaker’s and jeweler’s art through
their exceptional creations and services.
Over the course of the three-day event, the 1,200 lucky visitors
were able to feast their eyes on the new models presented
by the 14 exhibiting brands, including Franck Muller, which
unveiled its self-winding Lady Tourbillon, its Infinity Ronde
timepiece and its magnificent collection of watches set with
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Just enough of the
Information You Need.

baguette-cut diamonds. All of these models were thoughtfully
designed with jewelry and watch making enthusiasts in mind.
A few privileged guests were also able to enjoy a wonderful
feeling of well being provided by a relaxing massage, courtesy
of the Swiss cosmetics specialist Valmont. A temporary spa was
set up especially for this purpose at the Rodolphe stand, with
whom the brand has been in partnership since February 2011.
As announced previously, the brand new iPhone application
was officially unveiled during the press conference. In addition
to classic tools that enable users to discover the collection and
locate the various points of sale, the application also features
interfaces that allow enthusiasts to immerse themselves in the
fascinating world of the Crazy Hours, Secret Hours and Vegas
timepieces. Just for fun, it also provides a Franck Muller virtual
handset for dialing telephone numbers. The application will
soon be available for free download from the Apple Store.
Franck Muller Founded in 1991 by the talented young
watchmaker Franck Muller in association with Haute-Horlogerie

www.TheReTailJeweleR.com
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specialist Vartan Sirmakes,
the Franck Muller brand
has become a touchstone
in the world of Haute
Horlogerie in less than 20
years thanks to its technical
expertise and innovative
designs. Today, the brand
possesses over 50 patents,
40 exclusive boutiques
around the world and
seven production sites in
Switzerland.
Contact Yuliana Ramirez,
yramirez@franckmuller.ch
for more information.

Vartan Sirmakes and Frank Muller

aston luxury Group launches “wilde souls’ Jewelry
line
Aston Luxury Group (ALG) announced the launch of a new
branded jewelry line, ‘Wilde Souls’ by Love Universe. The
line, a sub-brand of Love Universe, was first be available in a
luxury island retail format that opened on October 6th in the
recently completed new wing of the Westfield Galleria Mall in
Roseville, California.
The Wilde Souls line of over 600 SKUs is comprised of high
fashion, trend setting jewelry with a price point range from
$20 to $100. The line has been designed to target the 18 to 30
year old customer. New styles will be introduced on a monthly
basis.
In commenting on the launch, Nehal Modi, CEO of ALG said,
“We could not be more pleased by both the ‘Wilde Souls’
jewelry product that we have developed and the way in which
we are taking it to market. The ‘Wilde Souls’ luxury island
format provides the perfect environment for both showcasing
this iconic jewelry while also maximizing accessibility for our
customers.” Modi went on to add, “Based on discussions with
retail licensee partners we anticipate there will be 800 ‘Wilde
Souls’ by Love Universe retail locations by 2014.”

aGs conclave speaker lineup
The American Gem Society has announced the first two
speakers in their keynote lineup for the 2012 Conclave, which
will be held at the Doral Golf Resort and Spa in Miami Florida,
April 25-28, 2012.

New and
Noteworthy
Leading the impressive roster of national and international
talent is Mark Kelly, an American astronaut, US Navy Captain
and an experienced naval aviator who flew combat missions
during the Gulf War. The winner of many awards, including
the Defense Superior Service Medal and Distinguished Flying
Cross, Kelly was selected as an astronaut in 1996. He flew his
first of four missions in 2001 aboard Space Shuttle Endeavour,
the same space shuttle that he commanded on its final flight
in May 2011. He has also led Discovery and is one of only two
individuals who have visited the International Space Station on
four different occasions.
Already a celebrated American, Kelly became the center of
international attention after the January 2011 assassination
attempt on his wife, US Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords. A
sought-after keynote speaker, Mark Kelly is an American hero
who inspires others to be their best while remaining true to
their core values. He exemplifies leadership, the importance
of teamwork, and courage under pressure.
Another Keynote who has signed on for Conclave 2012 is
Kevin Carroll, the founder of Kevin Carroll Katalyst/LLC and
the acclaimed author of Rules of the Red Rubber Ball, What’s
Your Red Rubber Ball, and The Rubber Ball at Work. He travels
the globe speaking to businesses and to young people about
the importance of sport and play in life. He is a dedicated
advocate in the Sport for Social Change movement.
With his consulting endeavors, Carroll has helped turn creative
ideas into reality for organizations such as The National Hockey
League, ESPN, Nike, Starbucks (his words appeared on 17
million Grande cups), The National Basketball Association,
The Walt Disney Company, Mattel, Hasbro, Procter & Gamble,
The Discovery Channel, Capital One, and many others.
“The 2011 Conclave provided our members with enormous
talent, and we realized we had a tough act to follow,” says
Ruth Batson, CEO and Executive Director of the AGS. “With
the announcement of these two gentlemen, who have inspired
millions of people both personally and professionally, we feel
we are well on our way to raising the bar again.”
The AGS will be making more announcements in the upcoming
weeks about other keynote and featured speakers at the 2012
Conclave, as well as publishing registration information. TRJ
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